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Adjustable Lever Mechanism with Double Parallel Link Platforms
for Robotic Limbs

Satoshi Nishikawa1, Daigo Tokunaga1 and Kazuo Kiguchi1

Abstract— For universal robotic limbs, having a large
workspace with high stiffness and adjustable output properties
is important to adapt to various situations. A combination of
parallel mechanisms that can change output characteristics
is promising to meet these demands. As such, we propose
a lever mechanism with double parallel link platforms. This
mechanism is composed of a lever mechanism with the effort
point and the pivot point; each is supported by a parallel
link mechanism. First, we calculated the differential kinematics
of this mechanism. Next, we investigated the workspace of
the mechanism. The proposed mechanism can reach nearer
positions than the posture with the most shrinking actuators
thanks to the three-dimensional movable effort point. Then, we
confirmed that this mechanism could change the output force
profile at the end-effector by changing the lever ratio. The main
change is the directional change of the maximum output force.
The change range is larger when the squatting depth is larger.
The changing tendency of the shape of the maximum output
force profile by the position of the pivot plate depends on the
force balance of the actuators. These analytical results show
the potential of the proposed mechanism and would aid in the
design of this mechanism for robotic limbs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Limbs are essential parts of robots because robots can

physically interact with the environment through these parts.

Therefore, various structures have been proposed for robotic

limbs [1], [2]. Some structures were bioinspired, and others

specialized in the function.

For robotic limbs, serial link manipulators were often

adopted [3], [4]. Although these manipulators have a large

motion range, they have a limitation in that they have diffi-

culty raising their stiffness because each link is a cantilever

structure. In contrast, parallel link manipulators exhibit large

stiffness because multiple actuators are used to support

the same distal plate [5]. These manipulators also have

advantages for high acceleration motion. Their inertia tends

to be small because actuators are easily placed near the base

in this structure. A comparison study between parallel and

serial linked structures in biped robot systems demonstrated

the high efficiency of using the parallel linked leg for walking

[6]. A Stewart platform is a typical example of parallel

link manipulators. Industrial, space, or surgery robot arms

adopted parallel link manipulators because these robots need

motions with high precision [7], [8], [9]. Table tennis robots
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Fig. 1. Proposed mechanism. It is composed of two parallel link platforms
connected with a bar for output.

are another application that requires high acceleration [10].

However, it is difficult to expand their motion range due to

the interference of the mechanism. Generally, parallel link

manipulators need a large, occupied volume compared to

their motion space. Especially for mobile robots, a large,

occupied volume is critical because it increases their inertia

and interference. To compensate for the demerit of parallel

link manipulators, hybrid mechanisms have been used for

robotic limbs [11], [12]. Given the various configurations

available for hybrid mechanisms [13], what type of hybrid

mechanism is suitable for robotic limbs is not clear.

To react to various situations, it is preferable for robotic

limbs to change their characteristics. For example, the leg

needs a high load capacity when it is a support leg. In con-

trast, when it is a swing leg, high speed is necessary to reach

the desired position quickly. As output-adjustable mecha-

nisms, many types of variable stiffness actuators (VSAs)

have been proposed [14]. A mechanism of variable moment

arm for musculoskeletal robots has also been proposed to

adjust output force [15].

In this paper, using a hybrid mechanism to change output

characteristics, we propose a novel manipulator that com-

bines two parallel link manipulators to construct a lever

mechanism (Fig. 1). This mechanism can change its lever

ratio to adjust the output of the end effector. Parallel link

mechanisms are used to drive a lever mechanism. The

potential applications of the proposed mechanism include



Fig. 2. CAD image of a slider joint with a gimbal structure. This is the
zoom around the pivot point. Red and blue lines indicate the axes of the
gimbal.

robotic limbs for legged robots or industrial robotic arms,

especially if they require adaptation to the various conditions.

In terms of an adjustable lever mechanism with a par-

allel link, Tahara et al. proposed a planar type with a

single parallel manipulator [16]. Then, they combined this

mechanism with the two-link planar manipulator [17]. Our

proposed mechanism is different from these studies in the

aspect of three-dimensional mechanism and that the parallel

mechanism also supports the effort point of the lever.

Other types of mechanisms also have combined two paral-

lel mechanisms. The most frequent type of these mechanisms

is a serial-parallel mechanism in which multiple parallel

mechanisms are connected serially [18], [19], [20]. The

number of parallel mechanisms of serial-parallel mechanism

was not limited to two, but also three or more parallel

mechanisms were used [21]. The serial-parallel mechanism

is a simple serial connected parallel mechanism that does

not include a lever mechanism. In addition, compared to the

serial-parallel mechanisms, our proposed mechanism remains

the feature of a parallel mechanism that can place the actua-

tors near the root. To improve working efficiency, Cheng et
al. proposed a two (3HSS+S) parallel manipulator [22]. This

study is similar to our study in that it uses two parallel links,

but its purpose is different. Specifically, the distance between

two platforms could not change in this mechanism. That is,

there was no lever mechanism. To enlarge the workspace and

avoid singularity, Lee proposed a double parallel mechanism

with a central axis [23], [24]. However, the stiffness-changing

characteristics of this mechanism are not clear. As is the

case of the serial-parallel mechanism, this mechanism has

the actuators far from the base.

In the following sections, we will explain the analyses of

the output characteristics of the proposed mechanism.

II. LEVER MECHANISM WITH DOUBLE PARALLEL LINK

PLATFORMS

A. Description of the mechanism

The proposed mechanism consists of two parallel link

platforms and one bar that is connected with these platforms

(Fig. 1). Each parallel link platform is driven by three linear

actuators. Each actuator is connected to the base by a ball

joint and to the movable plate by a hinge joint. The position

and posture of the plate are determined uniquely due to the

constraint of the hinge joints. A bar is connected to a plate

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. The pivot plate can slide along the bar without changing the position
of the end-effector and the posture of the bar. (a) The pivot plate is near the
middle plate. (b) The pivot plate is around the middle of the bar. (c) The
pivot plate is near the end-effector.

by a ball joint and to another plate by a slider joint with a

gimbal structure (Fig. 2). In this paper, the plate close to the

base is called a middle plate, and the other plate is called

a pivot plate. For the compactness of the whole mechanism,

the parallel mechanism for the middle plate is nested in that

for the pivot plate.

As explained above, in this paper, we adopt three

spherical-prismatic-revolute (SPR) parallel manipulators as

parallel link platforms because a 3-SPR parallel manipula-

tor requires only three actuators. This manipulator can be

replaced by other parallel manipulators that can uniquely

determine a position and posture by actuators.

We expect that this mechanism can change the lever ratio

using the relation of the positions of two plates. Because the

lever mechanism requires high stiffness at the support point,

using a parallel link mechanism seems reasonable.

B. Motion of the mechanism

The most important feature of the mechanism is that it can

change the pivot place without changing the position of the

end-effector. The pivot plate slides along the bar, as shown

in Fig. 3. If the pivot plate is fixed, the same motion of the

middle plate with different pivot positions induces different

motions of the end effector. When the pivot plate is near

the middle plate, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the motion of the

end-effector is large. As the pivot plate approaches the end

effector (Fig. 3(c)), the motion of the end effector decreases.

Because the mechanism is redundant with respect to the end-

effector position, the position of the pivot can be adjusted to

widen the reachable area. Using CAD data of a prototype, we

confirmed that the mechanism could take various postures,

as shown in Fig. 4.

C. Kinematics

Because the proposed mechanism is composed of two 3-

SPR parallel manipulators, the kinematics of the mechanism

can be calculated by the combination of two of those of

a 3-SPR parallel manipulator. In this study, it is calculated

numerically using MATLAB f solve function. The detailed

calculation can be seen in Appendix.



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. CAD images of various postures of a prototype of the mechanism.
(a) Crouching posture. (b) Middle posture. (c) Standing posture.
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Fig. 5. Variables of the proposed mechanism. Orange characters indicate
the names of points. Green characters denote the scalar value of length.
Black bold characters indicate the vector between two points.

D. Differential kinematics

The differential kinematics of the mechanism can be

calculated based on the method used in a previous study

on a single parallel link manipulator [25]. The variables are

defined as shown in Fig. 5. In the following calculation, ΩΩΩm,

ΩΩΩp, and ΩΩΩl refer to the rotation of the middle plate, the pivot

plate, and the bar against the base coordinate, respectively.

1) Calculation around middle plate:

pppe = pppm +qqqm +qqql (1)

This equation can be transformed as noted below.

pppe = pppbmi + lmizzzmi − sssmi +qqqm +qqql (2)

Upon differentiation, the following equation is obtained.

δ pppe = δ lmizzzmi+ lmiδ zzzmi+δΩΩΩm×(qqqm−sssmi)+δΩΩΩl×qqql (3)

By computing the inner product with zzzmi, the following

equation is derived.

δ lmi = zzzmi ·δ pppe +(sssmi −qqqm)× zzzmi ·δΩΩΩm

−qqql × zzzmi ·δΩΩΩl

(4)

On the other hand, by computing the inner product between

Eq. (3) and (sssmi ×qqqm), the following equation is derived.

(sssmi ×qqqm) ·δ pppe = (sssmi ×qqqm) · zzzmiδ lmi

+ lmi(sssmi ×qqqm) ·δ zzzmi

+(sssmi ×qqqm) · (δΩΩΩm × (qqqm − sssmi))

+(sssmi ×qqqm) · (δΩΩΩl ×qqql)

(5)

Because a middle plate is connected by hinge joints, a

geometrical constraint is noted.

(sssmi ×qqqm) · zzzmi = 0 (6)

Upon differentiation, the following equation is obtained.

(sssmi ×qqqm) ·δ zzzmi = zzzmi × (sssmi ×qqqm) ·δΩΩΩm (7)

Using Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), Eq. (5) is transformed into the

following equation.

(lmizzzmi +qqqm − sssmi)× (sssmi ×qqqm) ·δΩΩΩm

= (sssmi ×qqqm) ·δ pppe −qqql × (sssmi ×qqqm) ·δΩΩΩl

(8)

Three factors are summarized into a matrix style.

δΩΩΩm = A−1
m (Bmδ pppe −CmδΩΩΩl) (9)

Here, Am, Bm, and Cm are defined as follows.

Am =

⎡
⎣{(lm1zzzm1 +qqqm − sssm1)× (sssm1 ×qqqm)}T
{(lm2zzzm2 +qqqm − sssm2)× (sssm2 ×qqqm)}T
{(lm3zzzm3 +qqqm − sssm3)× (sssm3 ×qqqm)}T

⎤
⎦ (10)

Bm =

⎡
⎣(sssm1 ×qqqm)

T

(sssm2 ×qqqm)
T

(sssm3 ×qqqm)
T

⎤
⎦ (11)

Cm =

⎡
⎣{qqql × (sssm1 ×qqqm)}T
{qqql × (sssm2 ×qqqm)}T
{qqql × (sssm3 ×qqqm)}T

⎤
⎦ (12)

By substituting Eq. (9) in Eq. (4),

δ lmi = [zzzTmi +{(sssmi −qqqm)× zzzmi}T(A−1
m Bm)]δ pppe

− [{(sssmi −qqqm)× zzzmi}TA−1
m Cm +(qqql × zzzmi)

T]δΩΩΩl.
(13)

2) Calculation around pivot plate:

pppe = pppp + lpezzzl (14)

The calculation procedure is similar to that of a middle plate.

The final equation is noted below:

δ lp j = {zzzp j
T+(sssp j × zzzp j)

TAp
−1Bp}δ pppe

−{zzzp j
T+(sssp j × zzzp j)

TAp
−1Bp}zzzlδ lpe

−{lpe(zzzl × zzzp j)
T+(sssp j × zzzp j)

TAp
−1Cp}δΩΩΩl.

(15)

Here, Ap, Bp, and Cp are defined as follows.

Ap =

⎡
⎣{(lp1zzzp1 − sssp1)× (sssp1 ×qqqp)}T
{(lp2zzzp2 − sssp2)× (sssp2 ×qqqp)}T
{(lp3zzzp3 − sssp3)× (sssp3 ×qqqp)}T

⎤
⎦ (16)



Bp =

⎡
⎣(sssp1 ×qqqp)

T

(sssp2 ×qqqp)
T

(sssp3 ×qqqp)
T

⎤
⎦ (17)

Cp =

⎡
⎣{lpezzzl × (sssp1 ×qqqp)}T
{lpezzzl × (sssp2 ×qqqp)}T
{lpezzzl × (sssp3 ×qqqp)}T

⎤
⎦ (18)

3) Basic Jacobian matrix: The differential equation is

summarized as follows.⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

δ lm1

δ lm2

δ lm3

δ lp1

δ lp2

δ lp3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= J

⎡
⎣δ pppe

δΩΩΩl

δ lpe

⎤
⎦ (19)

J =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

J1,1 J1,2 0

J2,1 J2,2 0

J3,1 J3,2 0

J4,1 J4,2 J4,3

J5,1 J5,2 J5,3

J6,1 J6,2 J6,3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(20)

Using Eq. (13) and Eq. (15), each matrix element becomes

the following when 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.

Ji,1 = zzzTmi +{(sssmi −qqqm)× zzzmi}TEm

Ji,2 =−{(sssmi −qqqm)× zzzmi}TFm − (qqql × zzzmi)
T

Ji+3,1 = zzzpi
T+(ssspi × zzzpi)

TEp

Ji+3,2 =−(ssspi × zzzpi)
TFp − lpe(zzzl × zzzpi)

T

Ji+3,3 =−{zzzpi
T+(ssspi × zzzpi)

TEp}zzzl

(21)

Here, Em = A−1
m Bm, Fm = A−1

m Cm, Ep = A−1
p Bp, Fp = A−1

p Cp.

E. Calculation of the output of the mechanism
Using the basic Jacobian matrix J, the output force at the

end-effector is calculated using the following equation:⎡
⎣ fff e

mmme

fpe

⎤
⎦= JT

[
fff m

fff p

]
(22)

Here, fff e is the output force vector at the end-effector, mmme is

the output moment vector at the end-effector, fpe is the force

at the slider, and fff m and fff p are the input force vectors of

the linear actuators.

III. ANALYSES

A. Model for analyses
In the following analyses, parameters of the limb are set

as shown in Table I. These parameters are the same as those

noted for the prototype robot limb. This prototype is intended

to convey a human with four legs by attached to the waist.

Spherical joints on the base plate and revolute joints on

the middle and pivot plates are arranged at the vertices of

equilateral triangles (Fig. 6(a)). The base is fixed at π/4 rad

inclined angle (Fig. 6(b)). We confirmed that the prototype

could trace the desired trajectories of the end-effector by the

decomposition velocity control using the Jacobian calculated

in the Sec. II-D.3 (last half of the movie).

TABLE I

PARAMETER VALUES OF THE MECHANISM.

Parameters Value
|pppbmi| (mm) 120
|pppbp j| (mm) 185

|sssmi| (mm) 46.5
|sssp j| (mm) 80
|qqqm| (mm) 44
|qqql| (mm) 791

x

z

/4

(a) (b)

Horizontal plane
Base plate

Fig. 6. The configuration of the model for analyses. (a) The layout of
the ball joints on the base plate. Blue circles indicate ball joints for the
middle plate. Red circles indicate ball joints for the pivot plate. (b) The
initial posture of the model.

B. Workspace

We investigated the workspace of the proposed mecha-

nism. Here, the initial length of actuators for the middle plate

and pivot plate is 468.1 mm and 626.1 mm, respectively. The

stroke of every actuator is 200 mm. We calculated forward

kinematics to obtain the end-effector position by step change

of the length of each actuator. The step width is 20 mm. Here,

the interference was assumed to occur when the distance

between each actuator and bar was less than 50 mm. As a

result, the collision limited the workspace to a specific side

and the number of possible points decreased also in that

direction (Fig. 7). As shown in the projection view from

−y, the workspace has an area nearer than the end-effector

with most shrinking actuators (Fig. 7(d)). This view also

shows that this mechanism has a relative difficulty area in the

middle of the workspace. The interference effect has room

for improvement by using large stroke compact actuators or a

design ingenuity, such as the rerouting of the structural parts.

In the subsequent analyses, we ignored the length limitation

of the actuators and interference because we wanted to know

the global characteristics of the proposed mechanism without

the elements specific to the prototype. Knowing the global

characteristics could lead to a better design in the future.

C. Examples of the output force profile

We calculated the output force profiles of the mechanism.

An example of the output force profile is shown in Fig. 8(a).

The polygon shows the maximum force for each direction

at the end-effector. Three polygons show the outputs in

the three conditions that differ only in the position of the

pivot plate: the top position nearest to the middle plate,

the middle position, and the bottom position nearest to the

end-effector. Here, the maximum force of all actuators was

set to 1500N, which is the same as the prototype. We also
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Fig. 7. Workspace of the end-effector of the mechanism. The origin is
the center of the base plate. It includes the line figure of the mechanism
with the most shrinking state. (a) Explored points without interference. (b)
Workspace with interference. (c) The projection view from +z. (d) The
projection view from −y. (e) The projection view from −x.

calculated another specification of actuators to examine the

effect of actuators’ force balance. Here, the maximum force

of actuators for the middle plate is 300N, and the maximum

force of actuators for the pivot plate is 3000N (Fig. 8(b)).

These parameters were chosen because the maximum output

force profile with the top pivot plate is almost the same

as the previous parameters. In both cases, the direction of

the maximum output force rotates as the pivot plate changes

its position. In the former case, the polygon area increased

according to the descending of the pivot plate. In the latter

case, the polygon area of the lower pivot does not increase,

and it appears to rotate without much change of the shape.

The same analysis was conducted for the posture with a

shallower squat posture (Fig. 9). The tendency is similar, but

the changing range is smaller than the deeper squat posture

shown in Fig. 8.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

The workspace has an area closer to the end effector than

when the actuator is at its most contracted (Fig. 7(d)). It
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Fig. 8. Maximum output force profiles at the end-effector in different lever
conditions with a deep squat posture. (a) fmi,max = fp j,max = 1500(N). (b)
fmi,max = 300(N) and fp j,max = 3000(N).
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Fig. 9. Maximum output force profiles at the end-effector in different lever
conditions with a shallow squat posture. (a) fmi,max = fp j,max = 1500(N).
(b) fmi,max = 300(N) and fp j,max = 3000(N).

is achieved because the limb can be bypassed by the three-

dimensional movable effort point.

The characteristics of the proposed mechanism against the

pivot position change according to the actuators’ different

force balances (Fig. 8 and 9). This result infers the following

arguments. Here, the original posture is with the middle

plate in the top position. Suppose that the force in the weak

direction needs to be increased without too much reducing

the force in the direction of the original maximum force



profile. In that case, the force of the actuators for the pivot

plate should be comparable with that for the middle plate

(Fig. 8(a) and 9(a)). On the other hand, if the reduction in

force in the direction of the original maximum force profile

is not a problem, the force of the actuators for the pivot plate

should be much larger than that for the middle plate (Fig.

8(b) and 9(b)). Because there is a trade-off between force

and velocity, reducing the force of unnecessary direction is

important for a quick motion.

The changing magnitude of the maximum output force

profile is larger when the deeper squat posture (Fig. 8 and 9).

That means it is preferable to set the kinematic parameters

of the proposed mechanism as the required workspace is

achieved only with the deep squat postures if wanting to use

the proposed mechanism effectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a lever mechanism with double

parallel link platforms as a new type of robotic limb. We

investigated the workspace and the output force profile

for different postures of this mechanism and obtained the

following findings.

1) The proposed mechanism can reach nearer positions

than the posture with the most shrinking actuators

thanks to the three-dimensional movable effort point.

2) The proposed mechanism can change the output force

profile by changing the position of the pivot.

a) The main change is about the directional change

of the maximum output force.

b) The tendency of the shape change of the max-

imum output force profile by the pivot plate

position depends on the actuators’ force balance.

These results reveal the characteristics of the proposed mech-

anism and show its potential for variable output force limbs.

These findings can be expected to help guide the design and

motion planning of the mechanism. As we mentioned in the

workspace analysis, the present design of the prototype has

a problem with interference, and it also has a problem with

compactness. Future work includes considering these points

and comparing the robot having proposed structure to the

other configurations of the limb in concrete situations.

APPENDIX

A. Forward kinematics

The proposed mechanism is composed of two 3-SPR

parallel manipulators. Thus, the forward kinematics of the

mechanism can be solved by combining two of those of

a 3-SPR parallel manipulator. The forward kinematics of a

3-SPR parallel manipulator is solved as follows. Here, the

definitions of variables are shown in Fig. 10. The length

of each actuator is given in this calculation. The posture

of a 3-SPR parallel manipulator is uniquely determined if

the angles of three revolute joints φ1,φ2,φ3 are determined.

Because the joints are located on the apexes of an equilateral

triangle, the distances of spherical joints are all
√

3rb. The

angles φ1,φ2,φ3 can be numerically calculated to meet the

following equations [26].

l1

l2

l3

rb

1

2 rm
3

Fig. 10. Definitions of variables for forward kinematics.

u1

u2

u3

nx
nz

dny

am

Fig. 11. Definitions of variables for inverse kinematics.

√
3rb = {3

4
(l2 sinφ2 + rm)

2 +(l1 sinφ1 +
1

2
l2 sinφ2 +

3

2
rm)

2

+(l1 cosφ1 − l2 cosφ2)
2}1/2

√
3rb = {3

4
(2rm + l2 sinφ2 + l3 sinφ3)

2

+
1

4
(l2 sinφ2 − l3 sinφ3)

2 +(l2 cosφ2 − l3 cosφ3)
2}1/2

√
3rb = {3

4
(rm + l3 sinφ3)

2 +(
1

2
l3 sinφ3 + l1 sinφ1 +

3

2
rm)

2

+(l3 cosφ3 − l1 cosφ1)
2}1/2

(23)

B. Inverse kinematics
The inverse kinematics of the proposed mechanism can

also be solved by combining two of those of a 3-SPR parallel

manipulator. The inverse kinematics of a 3-SPR manipulator

is solved using variables shown in Fig. 11. The position of

am is given. By using the constraint of revolute joints, the

unit vectors that indicate the coordinate on the plate with

revolute joints nnnx,nnny,nnnz are numerically calculated to meet

the following equations.

0 = (uuu1 −dnnnz) ·nnny

0 = (uuu2 −dnnnz) · (−
√

3

2
nnnx − 1

2
nnny)

0 = (uuu3 −dnnnz) · (
√

3

2
nnnx − 1

2
nnny)

0 = nnnx ·nnny = nnny ·nnnz = nnnz ·nnnx

1 = ‖nnnx‖= ‖nnny‖= ‖nnnz‖

(24)

The pivot plate can slide along the bar without changing

the position of the end-effector and the posture of the bar



as shown in Fig. 3. To calculate the inverse kinematics of

the proposed mechanism, the lever ratio needs to be given

in addition to the position and posture of the end-effector.
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